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Over the past 10 years, Accenture has been 
working with clients to transform their front, 
middle and back office operations and risk 
management functions, including collateral 
management and treasury operations, 
using Calypso software. Accenture is a 
Calypso global implementation partner 
and we have developed many custom 
tools around the product to augment and 
enhance its capabilities to suit our clients’ 
evolving needs. 

Accenture provides consulting, system 
integration and outsourcing services around 
Calypso. We have a wealth of experience 
in Calypso projects of different scales, 
providing implementation, integration, 
upgrade, support and maintenance services.

We are very passionate about what we 
do and have a deep understanding of 
the many challenges that can arise when 
deploying and implementing a trading 
platform in multi-system and multi-vendor 
environments. Be it an absence of clear 
requirements, different expectations 
or a breakdown in communications—
we know exactly how and where to 
get started in helping to deliver clear 
solutions that meet our clients’ needs.

Our comprehensive range of services and 
accelerator tools is designed to transform 
our clients’ front, middle and back office 
operations, including risk, collateral 
management and treasury operations.

Capital markets firms face a more a 
challenging environment today than 
perhaps at any time in the past. Across 
all business functions—front office, 
back office or treasury—complexity is 
on the rise, and risk exposure harder to 
manage. Having an effective, integrated 
trading architecture is more crucial  
to your success than ever before.

ACCENTURE AND CALYPSO
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GLOBAL IMPLEMENTATION PARTNER

Accenture has been an official partner of Calypso since 2006.  
This gives Accenture early access and unique insight into the platform, 
exclusive access to training materials and licenses for Accenture  
to carry out client demonstrations, prototyping and development.

ACCENTURE

CALYPSO ACCELERATORS AND TOOLS

The partnership enables Accenture to significantly extend the development 
of solution accelerators, and to market Accenture-owned tools for Calypso, 
including CalMon, a system performance monitoring tool.

OVER 200 CALYPSO EXPERTS ACROSS THE GLOBE

We have a team of over 200 Calypso professionals across the world 
helping clients implement, integrate, upgrade, support and maintain  
their trading systems on an onshore, nearshore and offshore basis.

BRINGING TOGETHER LEADING SOLUTIONS  
AND INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE

Our alliance brings together Calypso’s leading front-to-back technology 
solutions for financial markets with Accenture’s unparalleled industry 
knowledge, integration capabilities and service offerings. This includes 
front and back office integration across a wide range of asset classes 
(e.g. bonds, equities, FX derivatives, credit derivatives and structured 
products), functional areas (e.g. operating models, process design, 
parameterization, data migration, testing and technical architecture)  
and across all continents.

CALYPSO CENTER OF EXCELLENCE

Our Center of Excellence has the latest reference environment,  
including documentation and testing scenarios, and our Calypso 
consultants are trained through the Calypso University training program.
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BRINGING CALYPSO TO YOU

Our long experience of working on numerous Calypso 
implementation projects has allowed us to develop a unique 
and robust set of services, tools and offerings around the 
platform. In addition, we have the skills and expertise to 
support our clients with back office integration across a 
wide range of asset classes, including FX, bonds, equities, 
derivatives and structured products.

OUR CALYPSO SERVICES

Consulting

• Strategic assessments

• Process consulting

• Target operating model

• Trading architecture design

System Integration

• Design, build, rollout and support and maintenance 

• Software implementation and migration

Outsourcing

•  Application maintenance and support 

• Testing services

• Upgrades
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OUR CALYPSO ACCELERATORS AND TOOLS

Our Calypso-specific tools support the entire project life cycle  
and monitoring and include:

Accenture CalMon

The system performance monitoring tool

Accenture Configuration Tool for Calypso

A comprehensive and sophisticated end-to-end configuration 
management tool

Calypso Test Tool

A regression test framework for Calypso that can be used during 
Assembly Testing, Release Upgrade and Workflow Testing

CP Project Estimator

A standardized estimation framework that leverages best practices  
from multiple Calypso programs

Upgrade Toolkit

Comparison utility for platform upgrades (non-migration only)

OUR CALYPSO DELIVERY

Calypso Solution Factory

Our Calypso Solution Factory offers a robust application management 
service covering all aspects of Calypso, from implementation and 
maintenance through to upgrades and testing services. The Solution 
Factory is located in our Capital Markets Delivery Centers in Spain, 
Slovakia, Mexico and India, where we have skilled resources with 
deep industry knowledge and experience in accelerating solutions.

Capital Markets Hubs

Accenture also has Calypso delivery capabilities in important locations 
around the world, including London, Paris, Madrid, Milan, Toronto,  
New York, Mexico City, Stockholm, Frankfurt and Shanghai.
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Accenture has more than 10 years of 
experience implementing, upgrading and 
integrating the Calypso Trading and Risk 
Management Platform, and has worked 
on over 70 major projects globally. Our 
Calypso clients include investment banks, 
clearing houses, hedge funds, insurance 
firms and organizations that use  
Calypso for treasury.
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CONTACTS

For more information
trading.platforms@accenture.com

Europe, Africa, Latin America
Tom Syrett 
thomas.syrett@accenture.com

North America
Laurie McGraw 
laurie.a.mcgraw@accenture.com

Asia Pacific
Nicole Bodack 
nicole.bodack@accenture.com

Soichiro Muto 
soichiro.muto@accenture.com

Visit us at
www.accenture.com/tradingplatforms

ABOUT ACCENTURE

Accenture is a global professional services 
company with leading capabilities in digital, 
cloud and security. Combining unmatched 
experience and specialized skills across 
more than 40 industries, we offer Strategy 
and Consulting, Interactive, Technology 
and Operations services—all powered by 
the world’s largest network of Advanced 
Technology and Intelligent Operations centers. 
Our 537,000 people deliver on the promise of 
technology and human ingenuity every day, 
serving clients in more than 120 countries.  
We embrace the power of change to 
create value and shared success for our 
clients, people, shareholders, partners and 
communities. Visit us at www.accenture.com.

This document makes descriptive reference to trademarks that 
may be owned by others. The use of such trademarks herein is not 
an assertion of ownership of such trademarks by Accenture and is 
not intended to represent or imply the existence of an association 
between Accenture and the lawful owners of such trademarks.

This document is produced by Accenture as general guidance.  
It is not intended to provide specific advice on your circumstances. 
If you require advice or further details on any matters referred to, 
please contact your Accenture representative.

Reference in this document to CalMon and Calypso tools and 
accelerators is for information purposes only and does not 
constitute endorsement, recommendation or favoring by Calypso 
Technology.
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